RELEASE THE MUSIC
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At Quadraspire we are music lovers. We would
like everyone to get the most out of their HiFi
systems and enjoy the thrill of live or studio
music in their homes. We strongly believe this
is possible with the right set up including the
right support for your HiFi, whether it be one
of our HiFi racks or QPlus supports. All HiFi
components, whether or not they have moving
parts, can produce and absorb energy that can
have a detrimental effect on sound through
noise interference. We have researched the
impact that different materials and shapes have
on resonance and sound. As a result, our HiFi
racks and QPlus supports use materials that have
lower resonance levels and where possible use
the innovative Quadraspire curve to avoid the
parallel lines that encourage standing waves.
This helps to filter out interference, reducing the
noise floor and opening up the soundstage so
the music more accurately reflects the original
recording. All our HiFi racks are modular and
flexible to accommodate a wide range of ‘HiFi
systems. Quadraspire products are designed
and made at our own manufacturing plant in
Great Britain and sold around the world.

QPLU S
Whether your HiFi is situated on a piece of furniture or inside a cabinet the QPlus support will reduce
resonance in the same way as one of our HiFi racks. This helps to reduce the noise floor, opening up
the soundstage and improving dynamics making the music more enjoyable.

QPLUS Evo
QPLUS Evo
with REGA P2.

Q PLU S Adv a nced

QPLUS Advanced
with DEVIALET
Amplifier.

Q P LU S Referen ce

QPLUS Reference
with REGA RP10
Turntable.

Q 4 EVO

Q4 Oak shelves
with 19mm silver
columns and spike feet.

ENGINEERED
FOR SOUND

The original modular HiFi rack, launched in 1995, supports a wide variety of HiFi systems and
reduces resonance to deliver a clearer, cleaner musical performance. The solid bamboo or
wood veneered shelves with the distinctive Quadraspire curve make this an attractive rack as
well as offering a variety of finishes to fit most interiors. The addition of a Q4 bronze upgrade
to the top shelf will further improve the sound performance.

SVT

SVT Bamboo shelves
with SV silver columns
and spike feet.

ENGINEERED
FOR SOUND

The SVT was developed for even better sound performance and larger HiFi systems.
The SV columns have the distinctive Quadraspire curve to reduce mass and eliminate the
parallel lines that encourage resonance. The vents in the SVT shelf further reduce mass
as well as helping air to flow freely around the components. Like the Q4 there is a bronze
upgrade available for the top shelf of the SVT.

X RE F E R E N C E
The X Reference combines the technology of the SVT rack and the SV bronze upgrade to
effectively create a rack within a rack making the entire system more musical. Each SVT shelf and
bronze upgrade is sited on a large X shaped shelf that in turn is supported by large SV columns
to give additional strength and rigidity. The principal of the Quadraspire curve is taken to
extremes in the X shelf and its special Nextel coating helps to further improve sound.

Right Bamboo shelves
with black columns
and bronze spike feet.

WALL B R AC K ET S
The Q4 & SVT Wall Brackets, made in Bamboo and provide
a rigid support for your main source component.

Q4 WALL BRACKETS

Black bamboo wall bracket
with Q4 EVO Black shelf
and black feet.

SVT WALL BRACKETS

Bamboo wall bracket
with SVT shelf and
bronze upgrade.

S PE A KE R STA N D S
Our design principles of curves combined with a
light but rigid construction have been employed
in developing the Q6014 speaker stand.
A bamboo centre column firmly joined to a solid
base and top plate offer a very natural and open
sound. Gentle curves and a laid back stance make
it very easy for close wall proximity. For speakers
with a larger footprint the Q6018 will offer better
stability. An all black version is also available.

Q60 SPEAKER STAND
» Speaker stands 600mm (24”) tall, available in Bamboo or Black finish.
» Speaker stands supplied with choice of spikes and bump-on feet.

FLOOR PROTECTORS
Both QC and QX7 floor protectors
are machined from solid Stainless
Steel. Not only do they protect your
floor from the spikes on your rack
or speakers but they enhance the
sound performance of your system.

QX7

Q4 & SVT BRONZE UPGRADE

Improved
performance for
source components.

Beautiful bronze
engineering.

SV BRONZE UPGRADE

Adjustable spiked
assembly for
finer levelling.

QC

CABINETS
LP QUBE

CD QUBE

HIFI QUBE

Features
» Qubes available in Cherry, Oak, Maple, Wenger or Black.
» Optional feet and doors available.

SOUND

DESIGN

Eddie Spruit, the founder of Quadraspire,
developed a rack to address the issue of
component resonance having noticed how
the siting of his HiFi made a difference to
how good it sounded. In 1995 Quadraspire
launched the Q4 HiFi rack that is still sold
around the world today.

To further improve sound performance the
design team, led by Alester Kells, research &
listen to different materials and shapes using
the tried and tested technique of tuning by
ear, in the same way that the finest musical
instruments are developed.

ENGINEER
Our design ideas, such as the X Reference and
the QPlus, are brought to life by our product
engineer, Ian Sibley. He also oversees the
making and finishing of every Quadraspire
product ensuring that precision is maintained
throughout.

QUALITY
All products are made at our own factory in
Hallatrow, near Bath, Great Britain, where we
use the latest technology to make all the wood
and metal components. Critical to our success
is ensuring that all products are made to the
highest standard.
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Made in Britain
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